CLIMBING, BALANCING, TREEHOUSE
Naturalistic jungle treehouse with monkey bars and sliding pole.
Leading to a central climbing area with tangle of logs, nets and
ropes on an astro turf mound to challenge children to develop
upper body strength and to traverse a range of imaginative terrain.
The treehouse area is reached by stepping through a “gateway
of adventure” off the train platform. Astroturf mound with logs
encourages den making, and imaginative play.

OUTDOOR
CLASSROOM
The area under the canopy is transformed with a raised deck to
provide a dry, comfortable place for focused learning and play.
Storage is provided with custom built timber shelves and boxes
designed to provide easy, safe access for adults and children.
Colourful perspex screens for painting, tables and an outdoor sink
for art and play is added replacing water fountain.
The area will be transformed into a cohesive,flexible and practical
space that enhances and supports the different areas of learning.

LANDSCAPING

SAND AND WATER

The EYFS playground is transformed into an imaginative space
with sympathetic landscaping. Harsh edges are softened into
curves, and a range of natural textures of stone, wood and
planting are introduced. Sensory plants for year round colour,
with mature trees to provide a central focal point and seating for
the children. Hiding places within planting accessed by stepping
stones, and scented plants next to a musical wall.

The sand and water area transforms the area where the container
stood into a exciting zone of mastery play. An excavated
naturalistically landscaped sandpit surrounded by boulders and
planting allows the children to become fully immersed in thier play.
A system of troughs at child height allow children to manipulate
water through chutes and channels and robust cover.
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1. Outdoor Classroom with decked
area perspex painting screens wooden
storage shelves, tailor made cupboards
and tables with display panels to show the
children’s work .

2. Water troughs and cobble
stream sturdy timber framed water

troughs lined with stainless steel
provide water play opportunities
leading into a cobble stream and drain

3.- 4. Story telling area with new

surfacing timber toadstal seats to climb
or sit on and planting, inc removal of
storage container.

13.

5 & 12. Mature trees with
timber seating These trees set

14.

in large timber built containers will
bring additional natural features to
the playspace aswell as shade in the
summer and year round greenery and
seating.

12.

6. Scooter and trike shed Custom
made timber scooter and trike shed in
keeping with new features

Custom built timber train platform and
wooden ticket machine with playful
signs children and change for different
destinations.

boxes for storage but also act as
places to climb and act and dance on.
A wheeled train carriage can be pulled
by children around the playground and
visit the different “lands” and the train
platform linking to the history or the
original station.

15.

2.

7. Train platform and ticket box

8. Movable train with climbable
storage boxes. Hinged wooden

8.

1.

9.
11.
3. 4.
7.

11.Sculptural archway to another
land setting the scene to the jungle

10.

treehouse with bespoke sign

5.

13.Live willow house and timber
lilly pad stepping stones that can also

6.

9.Central climbing and balancing
area linked logs, nets, ropes and

be used as seats, childrens growing
area and bark mulch, edged with oak
sleepers.

twisty rails up to 2 metres high
surrounded by pockets of planting
within astro turfed mound with bespoke
timber bridge for trikes and running
over.

14.Sandpit and den making area

with raised astro turfed surround and
sweet chestnut poles for children to
make dens to with planting on perimeter.

10.Jungle Tree house with two

15. Musical instruments with
planters robust musical chimes and

platforms, monkey bars, firemans pole,
and timber roof within a jungle mulch
rubber surface play area.

drums to play together on.
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MUSWELL HILL
1. Decked outdoor classroom
and movable train wagon
We propose a decked area with coulourful
perspex screens to paint on with display
panels robust timber storage outdoor sink
and optional oak table.
The existing train is replaced with
climbable storage chests and a pull along
wagon that the children can pull each
other around in to the train platform and
around the different lands over the bridge
to the musical chimes and back around to
the living willow dome.
This will pull this space together and
offer a variety of comfortable and inpiring
learning and play spaces whilst also lifting
of the wet floor and rain water will drain
underneath to the improved gully. Access
for maintenance can be provided.

Climbing treehouse and archway to
other lands Changable signs on the train
station and a welcome archway can provide
inspiration for imaginary play and story telling.
Monkey bars , rope bridge and fireman’s
pole will all offer physical challenge and help
develop upper body strength.
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MUSWELL HILL
NATURALISTIC
CLIMBING ZONE

CLIMBING BALANCING MOUND

TREEHOUSE

The centre of the playground is transformed by and exciting grassy
mound with tree trunks, poles and a climbing net. The area is
traversed by a curved low wooden bridge for the children to ride
thier trikes and scooters across. Clumps of planting add to the
natural feel, with a rugged hammock for children to experience
rough and tumble play and hide in the foliage.

The treehouse will provide a place for children to dream, hide
and create an imaginary world. It could also be used for telling
stories in lesson time or at play. The tree house can be accessed
from monkey bars, climbing platforms and steps, with an exciting
firemans pole to exit the tree house.
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